The aim of this paper is to investigate the relation between properties of projective pure spinors and the associated almost optical structures on pseudoRiemannian spin manifolds. We prove that a projective pure spinor is parallel if and only if the associated almost optical structure is parallel. Furthermore we will calculate the curvature condition for the existence of a global parallel representative of such a projective spinor. Moreover, we specialize these results to metrics of signature (m; m) and (m + 1; m).
Introduction
We consider Cli ord algebras, spin groups and spinors associated with the standard pseudo-Euclidean space R p;q = (R n ; h ; i p;q ) of signature (p; q) and dimension n = p+q. There is a well-known bijection between the set of projective pure spinors and the Grassmannian of isotropic m-dimensional subspaces of C n (endowed with the bilinear extension of h ; i p;q ). On the other hand each totally isotropic subspace corresponds to an optical structure on R p;q . An optical structure on R p;q consists of a pair (K; L) of subspaces K L of R p;q and a complex structure J on L=K. It is called orthogonal if K is isotropic, L = K ? and J is orthogonal with respect to the induced (indenite) metric on L=K. We can globalize these objects to obtain projective spinors and orthogonal almost optical structures on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. Optical structures on manifolds are studied e. g. in T 85], RT 87] and N 96]. An almost optical structure on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold is called parallel if K and J are parallel.
We will prove that a projective pure spinor is parallel if and only if the associated almost optical structure is parallel. In the Riemannian case this was already done by H. B. Lawson and M. L. Michelsohn in LM 89] . Furthermore we will calculate the curvature condition for the existence of a global parallel representative of a parallel projective spinor. The question arises of the existence of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with parallel pure spinors. 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds with non-trivial parallel (and, hence, parallel pure) spinors are well known (see EK 62], Bm 81]). If a 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold admits a non-trivial parallel spinor then it is a ppmanifold. Furthermore, any pp-manifold admits locally de ned non-trivial pure parallel spinors. Any simply-connected indecomposable solvable Lorentzian symmetric space of dimension n 3 admits parallel pure spinors (see Bm 98] ). Further examples are non-trivial parallel real isotropic spinors on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of signature (4; 3). The existence of such metrics was shown by R. L. Bryant in Br 98] . In the last section we will generalize this result. We use Bryant's proof to show that any metric of signature (m; m) and (m + 1; m) with a real pure parallel spinor can be written in a certain normal form with respect to special local coordinates. Moreover, this proof shows that a generic metric de ned on an open set U R 2m (or U R 2m+1 ) satisfying this normal form admits exactly one real pure parallel spinor (up to constant multiples) and its holonomy group is isomorphic to the identity component of the stabilizer of a real isotropic spinor. The generic such metric is not Ricci-at. Furthermore, we use the results on pure spinors and almost optical structures to give a description of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of signature (m; m) and (m + 1; m) with a non-trivial real pure parallel spinor as foliation with m-dimensional isotropic leaves for which the distribution tangential to the leaves is parallel and the restriction of the Riemannian curvature tensor to this distribution is trace-free. 
Let C p;q be the Cli ord algebra of (R n ; ?h ; i p;q ) and denote by C C p;q its complexi cation.
It is generated by the standard basis e 1 ; : : : ; e n of R n with relations e i e j + e j e i = ?2he i ; e j i p;q . If n is even, i.e. n = 2m, then C 
for j = f(e ) = e ; ; 2 f1; : : : ; p + qg holds. We can extend f to an isomorphism f from the complexi ed Cli ord algebra C C p;q;1 of (R p;q ; ?h ; i p;q;1 ) to the complexi ed Cli ord algebra C C p;q;2 of (R p;q ; ?h ; i p;q;2 ). Let p;q;1 and p;q;2 be the above de ned representations of C C p;q;1 and C C p;q;2 . We will see that there is an isomorphism : p;q ! p;q such that p;q;1 (a) (u) = p;q;2 (f(a))(u)
holds for all a 2 C p;q;1 and u 2 p;q . This is obvious if p + q is even, since in this case there exists (up to equivalence) only one irreducible representation of the complexi ed Cli ord algebra. In the odd-dimensional case the complexi ed Cli ord algebra has two inequivalent irreducible representations. They can be distinguished by the action of the volume element (see LM 89]). Since f is orientation preserving we obtain from (3) p;q;1 (e 1 : : : e p+q ) = p;q;2 (f(e 1 : : : e p+q )) :
Consequently, p;q;1 and p;q;2 f are equivalent representations of C C p;q;1 and (4) follows.
3 Pure Spinors in p;q As above we denote p + q = n and m = h n 2 i . We extend the Cli ord multiplication R n p;q ! p;q to a complex bilinear map C n p;q ! p;q . Given an element u 2 p;q we de ne V u := fX 2 C n j X u = 0g ; U u := fX 2 R n j X u Proposition 3.2 Consider the spinor module p;q and a number l min(p; q).
If n = p + q = 2m + 1 then Spin(p; q) acts transitively on the set of projective pure spinors of real index l. If n = p + q = 2m then Spin(p; q) acts transitively on the set of projective pure spinors of real index l in P + p;q (and similarly in P ? p;q ).
In We denote the almost optical structure associated with the projective pure spinor 2 ?(P S) by (U ; J ) if n is even and by (U ; H ; J ) if n is odd.
The next aim is the geometrical description of pseudo-Riemannian spin manifolds admitting parallel pure spinors or parallel projective pure spinors.
De nition 4.2 A projective pure spinor 2 ?(P S) is called parallel if it is parallel as 1-dimensional bundle, i.e. if any local representative of satis es r S = for some linear function : TM ! C :
We note that a parallel spinor 2 ?(S) on a connected manifold is pure if it is pure at one point. Indeed, since is parallel we can nd by a well-known fact of holonomy theory for any x 2 M a local section q in Q around x such that = q; u] for a constant u 2 p;q . Theorem 4.1 Let 2 ?(P S) be a projective pure spinor and (U ; J ) (or (U ; H ; J )) the associated almost optical structure on (M; g). Then is parallel if and only if (U ; J ) (or (U ; H ; J )) is a parallel optical structure.
Proof. 
On the other hand we obtain di erentiating (X + iY ) = 0 the equation 
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Obviously, a projective spinor is parallel if there exists a globally de ned parallel representative. Now we will answer the question under which conditions we can nd a global parallel representative of a parallel pure projective spinor on a simply connected manifold. It turns out that, similarly as on Riemannian manifolds, this is the case if and only if some curvature conditions are satis ed. If n = 2m we may assume 2 ?(P S + ). We denote the dimension of U by l. We choose 2j?1 = ?1 ; 2j = 1 for j = 1; : : : ; l and 2l+2j?1 = 2l+2j for j = 1; :::; m ? l. By Proposition 3.2 we can nd around each m 2 M a local section q of Q such that = C q; u(1; 1; : : : ; 1)]. Let the frame s 1 ; : : : ; s n be the projection of q. Then (12) = tr J R r :
Comparing (9) and (10) with (11) and (12) In particular, the Lie algebra h of the holonomy group is contained in the image under of the stabilizer of all u(" m ; : : : ; " 2 ; 1). This image equals n, where the matrices of so(n) are written with respect to the basis e 1 + e 2 ; e 1 ? e 2 ; e 3 ; : : : ; e n . Now 
for all 1 j n. From (2) and (3) Proof.
This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4.2. Since has real index m, the associated almost optical structure degenerates to an m-dimensional distribution U TM. The existence of an m-form satisfying Condition 4. follows from Proposition 5.1. 2 The next aim is to nd metrics of signature (m+1; m) and (m; m) with real pure parallel spinors. In the special case of dimension 7 this problem was solved by R. L. Bryant.
He considers real isotropic (with respect to h ; i )) spinors on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of signature (4,3). In K 98] it was shown that these spinors are exactly the real pure ones. In Br 98] R. L. Bryant proved that any metric of signature (4,3) with a real isotropic parallel spinor can be written in a certain normal form with respect to special local coordinates. Moreover, a generic metric de ned on an open set U R 7 satisfying this normal form admits exactly one real isotropic parallel spinor (up to constant multiples) and its holonomy group is isomorphic to the identity component of the stabilizer of a real isotropic spinor. Furthermore, the generic such metric is not Ricci-at. We can copy Bryant's proof to obtain the following generalization. 
Conversely, if we de ne by (16) and (17) (18) In particular, h is not necessarily Ricci-at. As already mentioned for signature (m; m) analogous statements are true where we have to omit in (16) and (18) the terms containing the z-coordinate. We recall the main points of the proof . We will use the Einstein rule for summation.
Let P be the bundle of positively oriented orthonormal frames of (M; h). P is isomorphic to the bundle P 0 of those positively oriented frames for which Denote by P the bundle of coframes of P 0 .
Let be a real pure parallel spinor on (M; h). This spinor de nes H-reductions P H of P, P Hence, the values of are contained in h if and only if (17) Equation (18) can be veri ed by direct calculation.
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